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The plain from Geneva to the Jura
with the SPS and LEP tunnels
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1. The Diameter of LEP Tunnel
•

•

•

•

•

From the beginning, plan was to make a tunnel wider than needed for LEP, to install
later a proton machine with superconducting magnets
The ECFA study (Roma in 1978, chaired by A.
Zichichi) had made a recommendation in this
direction, nothwitstanding the resistence of
those afraid that the implied cost increase
would have put the very same LEP project at
danger
as a compromise, a tunnel of 4 meters
diameter was accepted: not enough for a
cryogenic system with two independent
magnets (such as was designed for the SSC).
CERN was forced to develop the more
advanced design: “two-in-one”, more compact
and and less expensive
The choice of tunnel’s dimensions: a wise
compromise that made it possible to prolong
the lifetime of CERN by more than 40 years.
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Jets and QCD
•

1982
SppbarS in operation: jets
1983
Discovery of W&Z
The discovery of jets (i.e. interactions of the constituents) in
p-pbar has played a crucial role because it showed the
possibility to study basic interactions even with hadron
beams. No problem to get to high energy, compared to e+e•
QCD evolution shows that there is no much gain in p-pbar
vs. p-p collisions (gluons and sea constituents dominate).
No problems with luminosity such as with pbar.
•
By 1984-1985 the idea of a high energy proton collider in the
LEP tunnel had gained momentum
•
July 1989 first Z0 at LEP.
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2. Early LHC chronology
•
•
•
•
•

1981
Lausanne ECFA workshop: LHC in LEP tunnel
1986
La -Thuile workshop: first design (G. Brianti)
1988
Feasibility of High Luminosity expts at LHC, Geneve meeting
1990
Aachen meeting: main lines are delineated.
G. Kalmus (closing remarks): It (the Aachen meeting) has marked a watershed,
the time, when the LHC project…graduated ..to being the way forward for
European particle physics.

• C. Rubbia: high luminosity makes LHC more competitive with the SSC
(compensating for an energy ratio 40/16 – really 1.4)
• A suggestion to skip LEP and go directly to the LHC in the LEP tunnel was not
accepted
Council declares that the LHC “will be CERN’s next facility”,
• 1992
Expressions of Interest for experiments are presented in Evian; the
• 1992
LHC experiments Committe is created.
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ECFA Workshop, Lausanne, March 1984
•

•

•

•
•

Aachen Meeting, October 1990

from the beginning, physicists had thought to make a wider than what was
strictly needed for LEP, so as to be able to install later a proton machine with
superconducting magnets
The ECFA study made in Roma in 1978, chaired by A. Zichichi, had made a
recommendation in this direction, nothwitstanding the resistence of those
afraid that the implied cost increase would have put the very same LEP project
at danger
as a compromise, a tunnel of 4 meters diameter was accepted. This was not
enough for a cryogenic system with two independent magnets (such as was
designed for the SSC).
CERN was forced to develop the more advanced design: “two-in-one”, more
compact and and less expensive
The choice of tunnel’s dimensions, all in all, is a positive story: an admirable
compromise that made it possible to prolong the lifetime of CERN by more
than 40 years.

Early designs had LHC and LEP rings together.
Coexistence of the two machines was considered until 1995
LEP dismantling announced by Chris Llewellyn Smith at Lepton-Photon Conference, Beijing
… Italo Mannelli complained and suggested Italy to protest….
LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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Indicative Physics Reach

Fabiola Gianotti: ICFA Seminar
Oct. 2002

Units are TeV (except WLWL reach)
ILdt correspond to 1 year of running at nominal luminosity for 1 experiment

PROCESS

Squarks
WLWL
Z’
Extra-dim (δ=2)
q*
Λ compositeness
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14 TeV
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14 TeV
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0.8
5
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Approximate mass reach of pp machines:
√s = 14 TeV, L=1034 (LHC) : up to ≈
√s = 14 TeV, L=1035 (SLHC) : up to ≈
√s = 28 TeV, L=1034
: up to ≈
√s = 40 TeV, L=1034
: up to ≈
√s = 200 TeV, L=1034 (VLHC) : up to ≈

6.5 TeV
8 TeV
10 TeV
13 TeV
75 TeV
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3. 1994: LHC is approved
• the cancellation of the SSC programme (1993) made a terrible
shock-wave in Europe, firing back on particle physics and
CERN.
• The top quark discovery had a very good balancing effect (as
seen from Italy)
• the first prototype of 10 m superconducting LHC magnets was
presented at CERN Council in Dec. 1993 with a positive effect
• Luckily, on the basis of the SppbarS and LEP successes, CERN
project was approved in December 1994.

First prototype of 15 m superconducting LHC
dipole by CERN-INFN-Ansaldo Energia
collaboration,1998.
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The 1994 and 1996
Resolutions

Dec. 1994:
-First step: only 2/3 of magnets
-To be revised in 1997
-External contributions(USA, Russia,
Japan…) to be searched to allow
construction in the complete configuration

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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The December 1996 resolution
• CERN Council came back to LHC in December 1996
• Approved to start LHC construction in 1997, in the final stage of full magnets
• Commissioning of LHC was fixed to 2005
• Council accepted the request (initiated by Germany and UK during summer) to
reduce the annual budget by some 8%, about 700 MCHF over construction
• CERN, accepted the cut, to be reabsorbed by a general reduction of the
Laboratory expenses, within 2009.
• Chris had fulfilled the goal to obtain the approval, at the expense of moving the
problems forward in time.
• The community (myself included!) was anyway satisfied for the approval.
• Physicists of all countries moved on to prepare the detectors…
• …. leaving to CERN the problem to make the machine under severe financial
conditions.
- Chris Llewellyn Smith: Approval of the Large Hadron Collider (unpublished)
Hermann Schunck in
https://www.weltmaschine.de/neuigkeiten/neuigkeiten_archiv/2014/
L.MAIANI. Making the LHC
stolpersteine_und_meilensteine_der_muehevolle_weg_zum_large_hadron_collider_4_5
-
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LHC agreements: 1996 to 1997
Chris Llewellyn Smith (right), with Hubert Curien, President of
Council (center)receives a Daruma Doll from Kaoru Yosano,
Japan Minister of Education, Science and Culture, June 1st
1995 at the signature of the Japan-CERN agreement for Japan
participation in LHC (machine and experiments.

CERN personnel protest against budget cuts
requested by CERN Council to approve LHC
construction. December 1996

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017

Signature of the USA-CERN agreement for the US
participation in LHC (machine and experiments),
Washington 8 december 1997. From left: Neil Lane,
Director NSF, Federico Pe~na, Secretary for Energiy,
Luciano Maiani, President of Council, Chris Llewellyn
Smith, Director General of CERN.
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4. Normal sufferings...ground freezing at the CMS
shaft
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…and major crises: LEP
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…and major crises: LEP

Estimated extra cost of
first year=120 MCHF
LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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Clean, startling events seen by ALEPH

L.Maiani 9 Februay 2001
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Brief Chronology
Institutional Committes have been consulted on LEP running in 2001
•
•

LEP C (Nov. 3)
no consensus on a positive recommendation
"... the combined evidence for a Higgs near 115 GeV already to be quite significant and considers
that there are sizable prospects for a major discovery to be made at LEP, but also a non-negligible
risk that no definite conclusion would be reached.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Therefore, considering only LEP and its operation costs, the committee considers that an extension
in 2001 to collect 200 pb-1 above 208 GeV would be justified.
However the committee also recognises that an extension could have a serious impact on the LHC
and, in view of this, there was no consensus to recommend an extension. "

Research Board (Nov. 7)
no consensus on a positive recommandation
Scientific Policy Committee was consulted permanently, and reported to CC
The issue arrived to the CERN Directorate on Nov. 8:
The Directorate considers that the risk of a major delay of LHC and the extra cost do not
justify a LEP run in 2001. Therefore, the Directorate maintains that the existing programme is the
best way to address this physics and unanimously does not accept the request to run LEP in year
2001.
L.Maiani 9 Februay 2001
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The future of CERN is in the LHC !!!
CC Statement
"On 17th November 2000, the CERN Committee of Council held a meeting to examine a proposal by the
Director-General concerning the continuation of the existing CERN programme, which foresees the
decommissioning of the LEP accelerator at the end of the year 2000.
The Committee has expressed its recognition and gratitude for the outstanding work done by the LEP
accelerator and experimental teams.
It has taken note of the request by many members of the CERN Scientific Community to continue LEP
running into 2001 and also noted the divided views expressed in the Scientific Committees consulted
on this subject.
On the basis of these considerations and in the absence of a consensus to change the existing
programme, the Committee of Council supports the Director-General in pursuing the existing CERN
programme."
This decision moves us definitely into the LHC era
A powerful complex, machine and detectors, to fully explore the Higgs
and SUSY region

15/12/2000
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Vive le Roi !!
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The legacy of LEP (& HERA & Tevatron)

The LEP-LHC tunnel near Geneva,
border between Switzerland and France

Asymptotic Freedom of color interactions

The blueband
plot
mH<188 GeV
95% C.L.
LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017

Three neutrinos
Yang-Mills needed
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Higgs Boson at the LHC
•

•
•

SM Higgs boson can be discovered at ≈
5 σ after ≈1 year of operation (10 fb-1/
experiment) for mH ≈ 150 GeV

L is per
experiment

Discovery faster for larger masses
Whole mass range can be excluded at 95%
CL after ~1 month of running at 1033
cm-2 s -1.

results are conservative:
-- no k-factors
-- simple cut-based analyses
-- conservative assumptions on detector
performance
-- channels where background control is
difficult not included, e.g. WH →(ũνb b
15/12/2000
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5σ
LP2

LEP2
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As seen by Carlo Dionisi, Roma, 2011
Epilogue: Committee of Council, Nov. 17 2000

Content%

The Committee of Council supports the Director
General Luciano Maiani in pursuing the existing CERN
programme, (which foresees the decommissioning of the
LEP accelerator at the end of the year 2000).
At 8h00 a.m., November 2nd 2000, The LEP collider was
shut down forever.

Since then in the Luciano
office, I noticed (subliminal)
a strange suitcase……..
Page%17%%
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Life after LEP
May 2001: tunnel from SPS
breaks into the LEP tunnel

June 2001
Magnets from Novosibirsk

December 2001
LEP-LHC tunnel breaks
into the ATLAS Cavern
LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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5. The cost crisis
• In summer 2001 we received the replies to the call for making the 1232
magnetic dipoles, the biggest contract
• the cost of the escavation of the ATLAS and CMS halls could be made
with good approximation
• A conference of the groups dedicated to LHC construction was made
and a cost to completion could be estimated reliably
• at the same time, we coud make a cost estimate for the upgrading of the
CERN infrastructures needed to host the LHC, which was now
becoming a reality
• A shortfall of money was found, with respect to the projected budget,
and a big crisis started, which lasted until the end of 2002

Roma 27 marzo, 2014

Luciano MAIANI. FermiLectures 26
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Major crises: Cost estimate & Schedule (2001-2002)...
The LHC extra cost to
completion:
main figures

Presented to the Finance
Committe
September 2001

Sept.19
talk
480
150
50
120

The model following the cost review and the assumptions above are:

LHC machine and areas construction

+ 475.0

Prototyping

+ 143.0

CERN share of detector construction and M&O

+ 56.0

LHC Injectors

+ 26.0

LHC computing Phase II

+ 120.0

LHC infrastructure and support(*)(machine & detectors)

+ 53.2

Radioactive waste management

+ 14.0
+ 887.2

Cut for LHC prototyping (over 2001-2008)

- 143.0

Cut in R&D

- 25.8

Cut in consolidation

- 18.0
- 186.8

40

Balance
Missing in-kind contributions
Total

+ 700.4
+ 40.0
740.4

(*) Corresponds to the materials margin not allocated to the Remuneration Review
(CERN/FC/4360/corr.) distributed so as to increase the support provided to the LHCproject
and the related CERN infrastructure.

≈10

Further Assumptions:
Special Indexation of Host States stops after 2005
From 2006 onwards indexation keeps purchasing power
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Crisis = Danger + Opportunity, the mantra of the years 2001-2003.

An opportunity for CERN
Chinese symbol for CRISIS (
That for DANGER (
That for OPPORTUNITY (

) contains two characters

) and
)

Present crisis should be viewed in a balanced way. Clear dangers
but also clearer opportunities coming to light

Council, 19 Dec. 2003
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... a tough cure, a balanced package
In rough figures:
• savings:
– reduction in science programme, closing accelerators for 1
year…with recuperation of manpower,
– rescheduling (required by cable production) ...more control
– about 300 MCHF recuperated
• extending repayment period from 2007 to 2010: about 400
MCHF
• CERN came out leaner but more focussed....

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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The last bump: the expenditure peak

Roma 27 marzo, 2014
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The last bump: the expenditure peak

.....EIB proposed a loan of 300 millions Euro with 4% interest (the rate for AAA Institutions!!)
to be repaid within 2010.... the final crucial step in LHC financing.
The loan to CERN was approved unanimously by Ecofin, the Council of the European Ministers
of Economy and Finance.
The agreemnent was signed by the President of EIB and by me in Bruxelles, December 2002.
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The last bump: the expenditure peak

.....EIB proposed a loan of 300 millions Euro with 4% interest (the rate for AAA Institutions!!)
to be repaid within 2010.... the final crucial step in LHC financing.
The loan to CERN was approved unanimously by Ecofin, the Council of the European Ministers
of Economy and Finance.
The agreemnent was signed by the President of EIB and by me in Bruxelles, December 2002.

A loan for a research infrastructure was an
absolute prime for Europe. Commissioner
Philippe Bousquin expressed the wish for the
agreement to ‘open the way for similar
initiatives, to promote the investments research
and innovation in Europe’
(no follow-up, until now)
Roma 27 marzo, 2014
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• CERN has profited from Cost-to-Completion crisis in 2001 to
enforce real changes;
• A leaner programme, a well-focused Laboratory;

• With less reservation than last year, we can confirm the LHC
schedule:
– completion of the LHC machine in the last quarter of 2006,
– first beams injected during the spring of 2007
– First collisions mid 2007.

Council, 19 Dec. 2003
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6. TIME LINE OF THE LHC
CONSTRUCTION
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6. TIME LINE OF THE LHC
CONSTRUCTION

mid 2005

Sept. 10th 08: first beams
• 1.5 year delay
due to
problems with
QRL

•useful beams: 2010
•Higgs physics: 2011

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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7. Discovery
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CERN-4 july 2012
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In scientific press
July 2012

The Discovery

October 2013

"For the theoretical discovery of a
mechanism that contributes
to our understanding of the origin
of mass of subatomic particles,
and which recently was confirmed
through the discovery of the
predicted fundamental particle,
by the ATLAS and CMS experiments
at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider"
~ 3800 citations / experiment so far
LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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The “God particle”

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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Lessons learned?
1. CERN side
Advanced & technically robust design
Technical and scientific leadership in R&D and in construction
solid industrial policy, including for in-kind contribution
continuity in Management and in crisis control

2. Community side
Continued scientific input
Undisputed support (no friendly fire) prolonged in time

3. Constant budget made it all possible
other scientific communities where not scared by sudden CERN budget
bumps and did not fight against the project (in general…)

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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1. My opinion
Big machines cannot be built on the “detector model”

2. Absolutely needed
A strong scientific motivation
A recognised leading central group for planning &
construction
A dedicated and extended community of scientific users that
consider to be the owners of the project.

LHC Physics, 18 May, 2017
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